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Abstract

Collaborative intelligence has emerged as a promising strategy to bring “AI to the
edge.” In a typical setting, a learning model is distributed between an edge device
and the cloud, each part performing its own share of inference. This document
describes a demonstration of ColliFlow — a library for executing collaborative
intelligence graphs — which makes it relatively easy for researchers and developers
to construct and deploy collaborative intelligence systems.

1 Introduction

Collaborative intelligence [1] is a technique for using more than one computing device to perform a
computational intelligence task. A possible application of this technique is to assist mobile clients or
edge devices in performing inference of deep learning models by sharing the workload with a server.
In one typical setup, the edge device performs a partial inference of the model, up to an intermediate
layer. The output tensor of this intermediate layer is then transmitted over a network (e.g. WiFi, LTE,
5G) to a server, which completes the remaining inference, and then transmits the result back to the
edge if needed. Compared to transmitting the input signal to the cloud, collaborative intelligence can
reduce the required bitrate [2], [3], resulting in reduced bandwidth costs, lower energy consumption,
faster inference [1], [4], and provide better privacy protection. A working implementation of this was
shown in our demo at NeurIPS 2019 [5]. This year, we present a library that will enable researchers
and developers to create collaborative intelligence systems themselves quickly and easily.

2 Background

A basic collaborative intelligence system is shown in Fig. 1. The edge device contains a sensor
(camera in the figure) and one part of the learning model, usually referred to as the edge sub-model. A
feature tensor is computed by passing the input signal through the edge sub-model, and the resulting
features are then transmitted to the cloud, where the cloud sub-model completes the inference. By
carefully choosing a split-point in an end-to-end deep model to create the edge sub-model and
the cloud sub-model, it has been demonstrated that this approach can lead to faster inference and
lower energy consumption at the edge device [1], [4]. This fits very nicely with the concept of the
Internet-of-Things (IoT), which comprises numerous sensing devices with some compute capabilities
and generally limited energy resources.

Another benefit of collaborative intelligence is that in some cases, less data needs to be transmitted
compared to the case when the input signal is sent directly to the cloud [2], which leads to lower
bandwidth usage. Moreover, intermediate features can be trained to be more compressible [3] while
still providing sufficient information for one or more inference tasks. In fact, feature compression has
become an important research topic [6], initiating related standardization efforts [7].
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Figure 1: Basic collaborative intelligence system

There are many open research challenges related to analysis and design of collaborative intelligence
systems. Some of these are:

• Finding the best ways to compress intermediate features that are sent between collaborating
nodes

• Developing appropriate error control methods to deal with errors in the communication
channel between collaborating nodes

• Developing transport and rate control protocols for collaborating nodes to minimize inference
latency or optimize other system parameters

• Developing privacy guarantees for collaborative intelligence systems related to intermediate
features being communicated between collaborating nodes

We do not provide solutions for these research challenges in this demo, but we do provide tools that
will help researchers make progress in addressing these challenges.

3 Technology

This demo presents a new library for developing and deploying collaborative intelligence systems.
Computational and communication subprocesses are expressed as a directed acyclic graph, as shown
in Figure 2. Expressing the entire process as a computational graph provides several advantages
including modularity, graph serializability and transmission, and easier scheduling and optimization.

Figure 2: A simple collaborative graph. The client receives input video frames on which it runs part of the
deep model, compresses the resulting tensor via a feature encoder, and transmits the data over to the server to
complete the remaining inference. More complex graphs may involve nodes that have multiple inputs/outputs.

Library features for a version 1.0 release include:
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• Defining graphs using a functional API inspired by Keras and PyTorch.
• Over-the-network execution of graphs that span across multiple devices.
• API for Android (Kotlin/Java) edge clients, in addition to servers (Python).
• Integration with the Reactive Extensions (Rx) observable design pattern.
• Optimal scheduling for low latency and high throughput.
• Asynchronous execution and multi-threading support for optimizing performance.
• Buffering, queueing, and backpressure handling.
• Modules for TCP or UDP-based feature tensor data transmission.
• Built-in utilities for feature tensor data compression to reduce network bandwidth usage.

Some of these (e.g. a UDP-based tensor streaming protocol) are under development or improvement.
Others are under active research (e.g. better strategies for tensor data compression). Nonetheless, the
core library functionality will be available for the demo.

4 Library usage

An example of building and starting a client-side graph via the Python API:

from colliflow import *

def create_client_graph():
inputs = [Input(shape=(224, 224, 3), dtype="uint8")]
x = inputs[0]
x = H5Model(filename="client-model.h5")(x)
x = JpegEncoder()(x)
x = TcpServerModule(

graph=create_server_graph(), addr="example.com:5678"
)(x)
outputs = [x]
return Model(inputs=inputs, outputs=outputs)

def create_server_graph():
inputs = [Input(shape=(None,), dtype="bytes")]
x = inputs[0]
x = JpegDecoder()(x)
x = H5Model(filename="server-model.h5")(x)
x = DecodeTopImagenetLabels(top_n=3)(x)
outputs = [x]
return Model(inputs=inputs, outputs=outputs)

frames = video_source("example.mp4")
client_graph = create_client_graph()
outputs = client_graph.start(inputs=[frames])
outputs[0].subscribe(print)

The client uploads the server sub-graph to the server during initialization. Following initialization,
the client begins sending data through its pipeline.

ColliFlow provides a built-in Python server, which is fairly easy to run:

from colliflow import *

server = Server()
server.start(port=5678)

This receives server sub-graphs from clients and runs them. For more advanced setups, we also
provide ways to configure the server.
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Similar to the PyTorch API, one may define a custom module by inheriting from Module and
overriding forward:

class MyModule(Module):
def forward(self, *inputs):

outputs = [...]
return outputs

5 Virtual demo

The demo will involve a short presentation concerning the library, including aspects of its usage and
design. A prerecorded demo using an Android device as an edge client and a remote server will
also be shown. During the interactive portion of the demo, users will be able to tune parameters
including model, split layer, and tensor compression strength. For interested individuals, an online
Google Colab notebook with preloaded models and examples will also be shared with access to an
inference server for some time following the main presentation session. Full library source code,
documentation, and examples will also be shared on GitHub.
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